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Abstract 

A database is an organized collection of data and the database data collection with DBMS 

is called a database system. A numerous database systems have been developed. In our 

previous work, we have introduced our design of database system for a VOD system. 

Nowadays computing power of mobile terminals is utterly astonishing and playing video on 

them became popular. So, this paper extends the previous work to mobile VOD and further 

discusses implementation of the design
1
.  
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1. Introduction 

Video on Demand (VOD) allows users to select or search for a video and watch it. 

VOD has been so widely used that the majority of Internet traffic is video data. In [1], 

the authors described an interactive VOD service, which supports VCR-like functions. 

It consists of two parts. The first is a database, which contains information related to 

the videos. The second part is the actual video distribution using the client -server 

model. The user can issue a query to the database and retrieve a collection of matching 

records. The user can then choose the link to the preferred video and watch it through 

the client application. To manage the database system the latter authors developed a 

client application that can be used to create or drop a table and insert, modify or delete 

video records and their associated information. 

Web services are small and discrete building-block applications that can be used for 

building huge useful applications. By using web services, we can efficiently develop 

web applications. There are so many web service providers. Sabre[2], Datalex[3], and 

Galileo[4] provide web services for travel and tourism businesses. Amazon web service 

provides web services for commerce [5]. In [6], the authors introduced a Web-based 

Geo-spatial Service Platform using GML (Geography Markup Language) and Microsoft 

.NET.  

The next generation database management systems (DBMS) should be a federation of 

distributed, heterogeneous and autonomous components. Such components constitute 

web database services. In [7], the authors presented the full spectrum of possible 

DBMSs based on the Service-Oriented Database Architecture (SODA). Then, the latter 

authors proposed one possible instance of SODA, called DBNet. The key ideas behind 

DBNet are as follows: (1) Publish query processing services (2) Discover the query 

processing services via UDDI and (3) Consume the query processing services and use 

them as part of a distributed query execution plan. 

                                                           
1
 Earlier version of this paper was presented in The 2012 International Conference on Information 

Science and Technology 
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Despite the fact that the condition of mobile computing has been largely improved in 

recent years, applying traditional Web services (i.e., SOAP-based services) models to 

mobile computing may result in unacceptable performance overheads [8]. SOAP-based 

services are heavy-weighted services that are not applicable to mobile services in 

comparison with the light weight RESTful services. Therefore, we develop RESTful 

web services for VOD DB systems. 

 

2. Related Works 

This paper is an extension of our paper presented in “The 2012 International 

Conference on Information Science and Technology.” The readers are referred for the 

related works to it. [9] presents different types of presentation plans. A VOD system for 

elementary schools has been introduced in [10]. [11] proposes a new schema for 

achieving an online VOD system. [12] and [13] propose a distributed storage VOD 

system for delivering generated video content stored in IP-based user storage. [14] 

proposes a unique VOD architecture and implementation to achieve efficient QoS. A 

new proactive data replication mechanism is proposed and implemented in [15]. [16] 

developed CurioView which uses metadata and retrieval technology to satisfy the 

viewers‟ curiosity by recommending a wide-ranging video content related to the content 

the viewer is currently watching. 

Several technologies, such as P2P [17], CDN [18] and CSMS [19] have been 

proposed and developed to enhance the performance of VoD systems. In [20], the 

authors present the design and implementation of a performance monitoring tool for 

clustered streaming media server systems. [6] and [21] proposed a geospatial data and 

services sharing framework based on Web portal technologies, Web services, OGC and 

W3C Standards. [7] presents the full spectrum of possible DBMSs based on such a 

Service-Oriented Database Architecture (SODA), and proposes one possible instance of 

SODA. 

 

3. User Requirements 

Many studies on developing VOD have been published [6, 10, 11, 22-24]. 

Considering the user‟s requirements of them, we propose comprehensive user 

requirements for VOD database systems. The detail of them will be discussed in 

Section 4. 

 

4. Implementation of RESTful Services 

Author names and affiliations are to be centered beneath the title and printed in Times New 

Roman 12-point, non-boldface type. Multiple authors may be shown in a two or three-column 

format, with their affiliations below their respective names. Affiliations are centered below 

each author name, italicized, not bold. Include e-mail addresses if possible. Follow the author 

information by two blank lines before main text. 

We describe our implementation of web services in this section. A VOD database 

system usually consists of many tables. The tables included in our system are clearly 

shown in Figure 1. Web services for mobile programming should be based on RESTful, 

making them light weight and adequate to thin clients. Among the many ways of 

implementing RESTful web services, servlet of Java and WCF of .Net are common 

choices in practice. We are employing servlets to implement our RESTful web services. 

In RESTful web services, doGet( ) is the method to be executed when the caller invokes 
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the GET method to get some information. Similarly, doPost( )/deDelete( ) is the method 

to be executed when the caller invokes the POST/DELETE method to put/remove some 

information in/from the object.  
 

 

Figure 1. An E-R Diagram of our Database System 
 

4.1 Directory Service 

The main objective of „directory service‟ is returning a list of all the genre names 

upon user. If the caller invokes the GET method of Genre Servlet, then doGET( ) of 

Genre is executed. It connects to the database and executes a query to retrieve all genre 

names by using the methods defined in DataLayer servlet; it then returns the list of 

genre names to the client. 

 

4.2 Search Services 

The main objective of „search service‟ is returning a list of all the videos whose title, 

cast, description, or others match to the search phrase. If the caller invokes the GET 

method of search Servlet with a phrase such as „lotus‟, then doGET( ) of Search is 

executed. It connects to the database and executes a query to retrieve all videos whose 

titles match the key phrase by using the methods defined in DataLayer servlet; it then 

returns the list of videos to the client.  

 

4.3 Recommendation Service 

A VOD system usually provides a recommendation service. There are many 

strategies of making recommendations: most popular videos, most recent videos, and so 

on. Among the generally used strategies, the user‟s personal preference -based 

recommendation is the most attractive. Therefore, we need the services of managing 

users‟ personal information (Users Service), recording users‟ history of watching videos 

(VideoUser Service), and recording users‟ evaluation of videos (Rating Service).  
 

4.3.1 Users Service 

This service helps users to add more users or update user‟s information. This service 

is also implemented as a servlet. This servlet retrieves the user‟s email address to check 
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whether or not the user exists in the database. If the user does not exist, then the servlet 

adds the user‟s information to the database, else it updates the user‟s information. 

 

4.3.2 VideoUser Service 

This service provides the function of adding a new record consisting of VideoID, 

UserID, TimeStart and TimeEnd. A record represents that the user (whose ID is 

UserID) watched the video (whose ID is VideoID) from TimeStart to TimeEnd. This 

service takes the arguments from the request and adds a record to VideoUser table  

 

4.3.3 Rating Service 

Together with the view history collected by „VideoUser Service‟, users‟ evaluation is 

one of the most important resources for making recommendations. The „Rating Service‟ 

provides two kinds of services, adding user‟s evaluation and retrieving the rate assigned 

by the user. Given VideoID, UserID and Rate, the former adds a new record or makes 

an update to the database. So, this service is implemented as a POST method. On the 

other hand, given VideoID and UserID, the latter returns the rate the user represented 

by UserID given to the video represented by VideoID. So, this service is implemented 

as a GET method.  
 

4.3.4 Recommendation Service 

Implementing a good recommendation system is very difficult, and it is out of the 

scope of this paper. However, a recommendation service should be included in our 

RESTful web services. So, we implement a simple one that returns a list of video titles 

that have been mostly watched by the subscribers who are similar to the current user. A 

subscriber is considered to be similar to the user if age, hobby, occupation, gender, and 

so on are the same. The current user‟s UserID is passed to this servlet; it finds all 

subscribers similar to the current user and calls them group A. Then, it returns a list of 

video titles that have been most frequently watched by group A.  
 

4.4 DatabaseManagement Service 

The purpose of this paper is to provide web services for VOD database systems.  

Therefore, the functions of creating a new database and table, deleting a database and 

table, and modifying a database and table should be provided by our services. 

Therefore, we implement a serlet named DatabaseManagement where the 

CreateDatabase, CreateTable, DeleteDatabase, DeleteTable methods are defined.  
 

4.5 FileUpload Service 

We cannot build up a VOD database system without video files. Therefore, we 

implement „FileUpload‟ servlet, which can be used to upload a video file. The servlet 

takes PATH and the content of the video file to be uploaded as its parameter. Then, it 

saves the content at PATH. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Extending our previous work, we have introduced our design and implementation of 

database system for mobile VOD service. Our implementation is effective for mobile 

applications because it is RESTful. 
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